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Call to Worship— Romans 8:22-25
Sermon Text— 2 Corinthians 4:16-5:10
Benediction— Revelation 20:11-12

Text — 2 Corinthians 4:16-5:10
[16] So we do not lose heart. Though our outer self is wasting away, our inner self is being renewed day by 
day. [17] For this light momentary affliction is preparing for us an eternal weight of glory beyond all comparison, 
[18] as we look not to the things that are seen but to the things that are unseen. For the things that are seen 
are transient, but the things that are unseen are eternal.
READ (before transition & after conclusion)— [5:1] For we know that if the tent that is our earthly home is 
destroyed, we have a building from God, a house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens. [2] For in this 
tent we groan, longing to put on our heavenly dwelling, [3] if indeed by putting it on we may not be found 
naked. [4] For while we are still in this tent, we groan, being burdened—not that we would be unclothed, but 
that we would be further clothed, so that what is mortal may be swallowed up by life. [5] He who has prepared 
us for this very thing is God, who has given us the Spirit as a guarantee.
[6] So we are always of good courage. We know that while we are at home in the body we are away from the 
Lord, [7] for we walk by faith, not by sight. [8] Yes, we are of good courage, and we would rather be away from 
the body and at home with the Lord. [9] So whether we are at home or away, we make it our aim to please him. 
[10] For we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ, so that each one may receive what is due for 
what he has done in the body, whether good or evil.

Outline “Unseen & Eternal”
- RECAP: Treasure in jars of clay

• common, inexpensive (not fancy), easily broken (fragile), unable to be repaired (disposable)
• A deep contrast to emphasize the greatness of God’s power

- verbatim “the SURPASSING power belongs to God and not to us” 
• THIS treasure

- The ministry of the New Covenant (Spirit filled, glorious, and free)
- v6 “the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ”

• Light shining hearts from beholding Christ
- TRANSITION— SO we don’t lose heart… their is resurrection

• we faint not… we don’t give up
- not even death can stop us (any of us)

• so persecution and tribulation is even less potent if we have already rendered death powerless
- Outer Self and Inner Self

• FACT— our outer self IS wasting away
- even without trying times to accelerate the process, our outer self (mortal historical self) is perishing

• every child, every adolescent, every adult, every health nut and every couch potato, every doctor and 
every junkie, every pastor and every prisoner… we’re all vapors 
- honor God with your body, pursue righteousness and consider your mission in your lifestyles, but 

don’t ever think for a minute you’re cheating death or out-witting the God who has let you borrow 
breath for all these years.

• FACT— our Inner self is being renewed day by day
- being renewed (directional, other, outside of our abilities)

• to grow/mature, to be strengthened and given new/more life, transformed
- the new creation, the born again (the tension of mortal and immortality, temporal and eternal)

- LIGHT… MOMENTARY… affliction/suffering is preparing us
• light = not pressing down, quick/agile (like a feather able to be moved about with the slightest breeze)

- Cf: [Mat 11:30 KJV] 30 For my yoke is easy, and my burden is light.
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• momentary = at that instant, at present, current
- the affliction is a pressing down a pressure that causes distress

• literal phrase- this affliction you think is pressing you down isn’t actually pressing down at all
- makes me think of the story you may have heard about chaining an elephant as a calf and then 

when it is fully grown it is held by the same type of chain that actually has no power over it
• PREPARATION

- it’s light and momentary because it is preparatory, it has a purpose, an aim
• KJV worth for us; NLT produce for us, NIV achieving for us
• education, training, personal disciplines, spiritual disciplines all have their aim in achieving something 

- train to win
- 1 Cr 9:24-27  

Do you not know that in a race all the runners run, but only one receives the prize? So run that you 
may obtain it. Every athlete exercises self-control in all things. They do it to receive a perishable 
wreath, but we an imperishable. So I do not run aimlessly; I do not box as one beating the air. But I 
discipline my body and keep it under control, lest after preaching to others I myself should be 
disqualified.

- SURPASSING power of God… ETERNAL weight of glory BEYOND ALL COMPARISON
• New Covenant ministry is marked by the Spirit, Freedom, and GLORY (incomparable)

- it is also marked by suffering as Christ suffered and constant pressures and afflictions as witnesses
- it is our connection to Christ is suffering assuring us of our connection to Christ in his resurrection 

knowing that the eternal GLORY we will see will be the greatest weight of all
• The glory of God will eternally be ON us and will be a greater pressure that dispels all other pressure 

for eternity… like a GLORY VACUUM with more glory pounds per square inch than any other 
pressure could withstand; light dispels darkness and GLORY pressure dispels the pressures of this 
world (even now)

CONCLUSION: Looking not to the things seen but to the unseen
[16] So we do not lose heart. Though our outer self is wasting away, our inner self is being renewed day by 
day. [17] For this light momentary affliction is preparing for us an eternal weight of glory beyond all comparison, 
[18] as we look not to the things that are seen but to the things that are unseen. For the things that are seen 
are transient, but the things that are unseen are eternal.
- We look not to the things…

• fix our eyes, focus, behold… BEHOLD
- We look at the unseen? IMPOSSIBLE

• nothing is impossible with God
- This is spiritual (NC is Spirit, Freedom, & Glory)

• we see the contributing factors, understand light and dark, understand the effects of sin, 
understand we have been redeemed with alien righteousness

• ONLY believers can see it
• BEHOLD

- The things that are seen… the things that are unseen
• transient- changing, moving, deteriorating, dying

- salt and light
• eternal

- the things that cause the seen things namely the Sovereign Creator King is immutable and eternal, 
everlasting and good

• The Sovereign Creator King is the Redeemer and he bids you come!!!

READ 5:1-10 again
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